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Quant Comment

The macro data last week were neutral to neutral minus on
the Michigan, unemployment and PPI. The CPI continued to
rise and the 10 years as well which induced a lot of
volatility among the high PE stocks. Generally, though, it
was a good week for Nasdaq, Solar and renewable stocks
although a reversal started on Friday.

On the Oil front, the Brent had a good week rising from
$63 to $ 69 and International oil shares had a better MTD
performance compared to February. The SXEP (European
oil companies) has been up 13% whilst the XOP is at 19%.
At least the underperformance starts to close the gap.
Freight, plastic, packaging prices are going up and we
believe that most of the impact will be passed to the
consumer. The savings rate are high all around the OECD
and the re-opening of the economy should see a surge of
consumption and probably inflation which begin to be well
discounted by the markets. The Enterprise values of hotels,
casinos, or cruise ships are now well above pre Covid levels
which in our opinion has run too far too fast.

The Biden 1.9$ trillion has been passed and the US
households will receive their check soon. Next is the
Infrastructure plan and its renewable allocation which is
key for our sector.

The Buy the dip configuration finally materialized after the
bears' capitulation on Monday night.

Before that capitulation we indeed had around 2500 stocks
(out of roughly 4500 analyzed) between 4 and 6 points, which
was a too extreme oversold situation to be sustainable as
mentioned last week.

Friday evening the picture reversed itself. The scores are now
very positive and averaging 77 vs 44 a week ago. It illustrates
the strong rebound we saw these past days across all sectors.

Solars & Greentech rebounded quickly, and we have seen a
continuation of the Energy sector positive momentum. Based
on the scores, Energy might be due for a profit taking which
could benefit to Solars & Green in our opinion.

Event though overall scores have normalized, and the S&P is
back at the top together with Russell 2000 and the Dow Jones,
technically we could see the second part of rotation to take
place in favor of tech and therefore on Solars & Green. But
with the US yields still increasing the macro environment
might not be favoring this switch yet.
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Performance

GE SPGTCE

NAV 137.3562 1620.06

Perf Itd 37.36% 90.37%

Perf Ytd -5.50% -14.88%

Perf Mtd 2.58% -1.72%

Long/Short Ratio 

Sector Breakdown

Investment Strategy

Cumulative Net Return

Comment

Country Breakdown

Vulcain Green Energy 
Long/Short
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The Vulcain LS Green pursues a stock picking approach
complemented by AI led quant algorithms and a macro-overlay. We
own between 30 and 40 stocks focusing on the whole “green” value
chain from metals and copper cables to rare earths and silver used
in electrical components , from oil services companies using their
assets to build wind farms to solar and hydrogen. We pay a lot of
attention to value and avoid the high PE, P/SALES momentum plays
like PLUG POWER or SUNRUN.

Our AMC had a strong week recovering from 129 to 137.4. Solar
stocks had a bull run which benefited our exposure to FIRST
SOLAR, CANADIAN SOLAR, DAQO and JINKO. We focus only on
companies which have a real potential and a justified valuation
which exclude the PLUG, BALLARD, ITM, SUNRUN or ENPHASE from
our universe.
We are very active on the size of our hedging (ICLN, TAN, QCLN,
NASDAQ futures) that we kept but reduced this week to catch over
60% of the rally. For the last two weeks, our ETF specialized
segment hedging added a lot of value. Given Joe BIDEN emphasis
on Wind, we increased DOMINION and added AVANGRID, the
quoted Wind subsidiary of IBERDROLA on US Wind Farm and TPI , a
major manufacturer of composite materials for blades. We also
increased Chinese stocks (XINYI SOLAR, China Longyuan Power
group) adding to JINKO SOLAR and DAQO. On the hedging side, we
stay extremely alert and reactive. We also shorted the 20 years US
Government bonds as interest rates should continue to rise . All FX
exposures are hedged 100% for the time being.
We are extremely disciplined in our approach and our aim is to be
flat ( from 5% down YTD) ASAP before becoming more aggressive.
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Long/Short
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Long/Short Ratio 

The Oil and Gas AMC pursues a stock picking approach
complemented by AI led algorithms and a macro overlay. We
maintain a 160% gross exposure on average with a 60% net long
position . We hold generally 30 to 36 stocks across all oil and oil
services sub segments globally. Our goal is to outperform the MSCI
Energy with a much lower volatility.

Investment Strategy

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

GO MSCIE SXEP

NAV 111.6665 167.8651 326.4791

Perf Itd 11.67% 29.99% 12.97%

Perf Ytd 9.77% 23.63% 12.03%

Perf Mtd 6.05% 10.03% 7.14%

Issuer : UBS AG
ISIN: CH0575778060 
Contact : oilinfo@vulcainenergy.com
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The AMC had a strong week going from 104 to 111.66.

We are still very much overweight Europe and offshore but had
added and reinforced the best in class in Shale oil with EOG,
Pioneer or Diamondback. We also maintained our exposure to US
COMPRESSION and to HEMERICH. Our exposure to drillers,
especially TRANSOCEAN continues to contribute positively. Our
best performers were FRONTLINE, NOVATEK and TRANSOCEAN.

We remain extremely positive on oil for the next two years as we
are strong advocates of the Short Supply theory up to 2024. The
next point is April 7th for the next OPEC+ meeting.

The credit market is getting better and better, and we start to see
M&A activity (GASLOG, HOEGH ) at prices which we believe are still
far too low for minority shareholders and this is the only danger
that we see : that Private equity/Infrastructure funds take these
distressed companies private, taking all the future upside from
minority shareholders.
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Performance

Vulcain High Octane Bond

HOB BHY

NAV 116.266 1503.504

Perf Itd 16.27% 10.507%

Perf Ytd 3.69% -0.691%

Perf Mtd 0.67% -0.662%

With a NAV at 116.266, the AMC is up 0.59% this week. So far this
year, the AMC has been positive 8 weeks out of 10.

The momentum keeps being very positive for the Energy credit
space in general. The E&P’s and Services companies are the ones
benefiting the most from an Oil price above 60$.

We are 99% invested and added 1.5% into Transocean (cumulated
exposure stands at 13% now). But the bonds of the week are the
Hoegh 2022 and 2025 (we own both). On 8 March 2021, Leif Höegh
& Co. and Morgan Stanley Infrastructure Partners (MSIP) announced
a recommended offer through a 50/50 joint venture. MSIP is a
leading global infrastructure platform with diversified experience in
the natural gas infrastructure space. If the Transaction is completed,
LHC and MSIP plan to implement financial measures to strengthen
the Issuer’s capital structure ahead of a future bond refinancing,
and the Proposal includes an 18 months extension of both bonds.

More info will come via our weekly comment next week.

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

The Certificate is an actively managed certificate targeting a running
yield of 8% per annum by investing in High Yield corporate and/or
sovereign bonds of companies active in the Energy space. It will
invest a minimum of 80% B/BB/BBB rated bonds (or equivalent if
not rated).
The Certificate is denominated in USD, but can invest in any other
currency, at the exception of emerging market currencies.

Investment Strategy

Currency Breakdown

Country Breakdown

Issuer : UBP SA
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